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moments for interruption, we have been exploring the use
of task models augmented by an understanding of human
attention and mental workload. Rather than focus on the
specifics of any given instance of task execution, this
approach allows us to focus on the factors that generalize
across people, contexts, and tasks.

ABSTRACT

Interrupting users engaged in tasks typically has negative
effects on their task completion time, error rate, and
affective state. Empirical research has shown that these
negative effects can be mitigated by deferring interruptions
until more opportune moments in a user’s task sequence.
However, existing systems that reason about when to
interrupt do not have access to task models that would
allow for such finer-grained temporal reasoning. We
outline our method of finding opportune moments that
links a physiological measure of workload with task
modeling techniques and theories of attention. We describe
the design and implementation of our interruption
management system, showing how it can be used to specify
and monitor practical, representative user tasks. We discuss
our ongoing empirical work in this area, and how the use of
our framework may enable attention aware systems to
consider a user’s position in a task when reasoning about
when to interrupt.

In a set of empirical studies, grounded in psychological
theories of attention and interruption, we devised and
adapted methods for building appropriate task models at
various levels of detail. Using these, we selected and
evaluated the systematically defined moments for
interruption. Then we constructed a task monitoring system
to help attention aware systems reason about a user’s
current position in a task, allow designers to build, learn, or
infer models of user task execution, and engineered the
system to be robust enough to accommodate a variety of
tasks and use contexts.
INTERRUPTION MANAGEMENT

The rest of this section outlines our existing research in the
field of interruption management and how it incorporates
various aspects of task modeling. Each study’s description
includes a brief analysis of related work and presents the
key results on which our methods and framework have
been developed. We describe an initial empirical study
using event perception theory to build simple task models
grounded in psychology. We present a subsequent study
using pupil size as a measure of mental workload to further
validate the moments for interruption and refine a method
for their selection. We go on to show how lessons from
both of the empirical studies contribute to the design of a
system and tools for task specification and monitoring.
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INTRODUCTION

When applications interrupt a user at an inopportune
moment during task execution, the user performs tasks
slower, commits more errors, makes worse decisions, and
experiences more frustration, annoyance, and anxiety than
if it had interrupted at a more opportune moment [1, 14].

Opportune Moments and Event Perception

McFarlane [18] suggests 4 strategies for coordinating
interruption in HCI; immediate, negotiated, mediated, and
scheduled. Each strategy has characteristics that make it
more attractive for certain situations. For example,
immediate interruption values new information over the
current task, while scheduled interruption occurs at
intervals to which users and systems may adjust their
behavior.

Unfortunately, systems that attempt to manage human
attention largely lack the facilities to make reasoned or
even informed decisions about when to provide new
information to users. To build systems that can accurately
infer user availability and potentially forecast opportune
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Some studies [9, 10] place moments for interruption
towards the beginning, middle, or end of a task. This rough
temporal placement relates closely to work presented by
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Miyata and Norman [20]. The authors explain that task
execution occurs in three phases: planning, execution, and
evaluation. But if this applies to a task, a logical extension
would be that it would also apply to each of the component
subtasks. As tasks in themselves, every subtask would then
contain moments of planning, execution, and evaluation,
making task execution a loop of these phases. There are
clearly effects to interrupting during the various phases
[27] but associating rough temporal placement (beginning,
middle, end) might be an oversimplification of task
execution.

procedures mirrored those in [25], and our own full
procedures can be found in [1]. We posited that the level of
agreement across user task models would reflect how
schematic an action was for that task, reflecting its
suitability as a point for interruption. We recorded how
often certain breakpoints appeared in the task models, and
selected the points with highest agreement as the best
points for interruption. Worst points were those with least
agreement.
While we found no improvement in objective measures,
our results showed that our predicted best points for
interruption consistently produced less annoyance,
frustration, and time pressure, required less mental effort,
and were deemed by the user, more respectful of the their
primary task. Full results can be found in [1].

Still others place interruptions between instances of
repetitive action sequences [4, 19, 21]. The choice of these
points is more intuitive but the reasoning behind these
locations is often ill defined, sometimes producing
internally inconsistent results [19].

Use of Pupil Size and Validation of Moments

Each of the approaches above depends on a model of
attention when deciding how and when to interrupt, but
none present a clear or easily generalized method for
moment selection. To address this absence, we first used
methods from studies on human event perception [24-26].
Human observers of events segment ongoing activity into
temporal parts and sub-parts that are reliable, meaningful,
and correlate with ecologically relevant features of the
action [24]. This process of recognizing time-based
boundaries was linked to distinct patterns of brain activity
[24]. In an experimental follow-up [25], subjects were
shown video recordings of tasks being performed, and then
asked to communicate or recall the task structure. Subjects
recalled events as hierarchies with two levels, coarse and
fine. Coarse breakpoints largely represented the
introduction of objects and broad actions on those objects,
while Fine breakpoints were the more precise actions in the
scene. The study showed how event structure influences
recall of tasks and goals, and that moments that are best
recalled are those that are more firmly related to schematic
action – recognizable and well understood activities.

Our study using event perception methods suggested the
importance of breakpoints in task models as key moments
for interruption. To build on these results and explore
automated methods for construction of task models and
selection of opportune moments in these models we turned
to pupil size as an immediate physiological metric
reflecting the subject’s mental workload.
Under conditions of controlled illumination, research
shows that pupil size is an effective and reliable measure of
mental workload [12, 22], where an increase in pupil size
correlates with an increase in mental workload. Beatty
reviewed a large corpus of experimental data, concluding
that pupillary response is a reliable indicator of mental
workload for a task, that the degree of pupillary response
correlates with the workload of the task, and that this
phenomenon holds true between tasks and individuals [5].
In [15], we showed that pupillary response correlates with
the mental workload of interactive tasks and discovered
that changes in mental workload seem to align well with
the hierarchical model of the task being performed. To
better understand this relationship we built GOMS models
for two interactive tasks, route planning and document
editing, and measured subject’s pupil size through a head
mounted eyetracker.

In an initial empirical work [1], we proposed that the best
moments for interruption should be between two coarse
breakpoints that are, on the whole, better understood and
better recalled than other points in the task [6]. Having just
completed a schematic event, the subject is utilizing fewer
cognitive resources, leaving the rest immediately available
for a peripheral task [6, 8]. Interruption triggers are based
on behavior that there is good reason to believe is
significant in the mind of the user, and the interruptions are
not associated with a temporal phase, making it easier for
them to be applied anywhere during execution.

Briefly, an initial GOMS model was constructed through
our own analysis of task execution, and the GOMS
decomposition continued until there was no observable or
meaningful separation between operators. The GOMS
models were validated by a set of external reviewers, and
based on their feedback, the models were refined as
necessary. The average error rates for the route planning
and document editing tasks were 2.81% and 2.3%
respectively. A full description of procedures can be found
in [14].

To construct an event perception task model, subjects were
shown an instance of a task and asked to construct their
own two level hierarchies for document editing, directed
web searching, and media summarization tasks. These
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Figure 2: A region of a task hierarchical task model (top)
aligned with a subject’s pupillary response curve (bottom) as
displayed in TAPRAV [2]. Time is displayed along the x-axis.
Colored lines denote boundary moments across both data
structures.
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Figure 1: Average Percent Change in Pupil Size (APCPS) for
the subtasks in the route planning task. Vertical lines indicate
subtask boundaries. The x-axis enumerates level 3 GOMS
subtasks. Notice how the graph dips lower at major (solid)
boundaries than at minor (dashed) ones.

In contrast to other similar systems [7] that allow contextspecific instructions to be integrated into task models at
multiple levels of detail, our monitoring system can
accurately follow tasks if the user switches from executing
an ongoing task to another task or performs multiple tasks
at the same time.

At this point the GOMS models accurately reflected the
full structure of the task, and when aligned to the pupillary
response graph (see Figure 1), gave further evidence for
which moments were opportune for interruption.

Many systems, e.g., [7, 11, 23] monitor the user event
stream and compare events to a task model in order to
provide context-sensitive instruction or feedback. While
our system provides a similar function, it also attempts to
learn a flexible model of task execution and record that
model in a user profile.

Subtasks

Specifying and Monitoring User Tasks

Informed by the lessons learned from our studies using
event perception and GOMS task models, we have
developed a task specification and monitoring framework
that facilitates the creation of interruption management, and
more broadly, attention aware systems.

Future Work

As future work, we are building tools like TAPRAV [2]
which align task models with real time (e.g. physiological)
data streams for more in depth task analysis (see Figure 2).
The TAPRAV interface may be combined with the
graphical tool in our framework to provide a way to
interactively build detailed task models through visual
inspection of task recordings.

Our framework consists of four components: a task
description language that draws upon GOMS, regular
expressions, and schema descriptions to support expressive
specification of tasks using a concise notation; a graphical
tool that enables rapid assembly of task specifications; an
event database and handler that manages user events from
instrumented applications; and a task monitor that follows a
user’s progress through specified tasks, notifying user-level
services when task-related events occur. Our framework
has been evaluated for its ease of use by designers and
effectiveness as a task specification and monitoring tool
[3]. While a full description of our framework is described
in [3], the following presents some key system features.

Further empirical research needs to be conducted
comparing moments for interruption outlined by alternate
task models. Also key, are acceptable amounts of system
lag for real time interruption systems. These would serve as
a metric by which to compare and evaluate systems.
We are continuing work validating the opportune moments
suggested by our event perception and GOMS/Pupil size
models. In particular we are considering applications
beyond the desktop for aircraft cockpits, in-vehicle
systems, and ubiquitous computing.

An important contribution of our framework is that it
provides an open architecture, enabling tasks involving any
application with appropriate instrumentation to be
monitored and any user-level service to be notified when
task-related events occur. Our framework thus enables
systems to have access to accurate information about a
user’s current position in a task sequence, important for
intelligent tutoring systems [7], software agents [16, 17],
and attention aware systems that manage interruption [13].

CONCLUSION

Refined task models are of crucial importance to
interruption management systems if they are to effectively
provide users significant benefit. Through our ongoing
work, we hope to provide researchers and systems
designers with effective tools for creating, analyzing, and
implementing task models for existing attention aware
applications, and support the creation of new
implementations. Our methods identifying opportune
moments in tasks are grounded in psychological theory
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allowing for a more informed analysis. Our framework for
specifying and monitoring tasks is tuned for office
applications, but components can be used independently,
making it immediately useful in other domains.
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